Current approaches to studying the evolution of biodiversity differ in their treatment of species and higher level diversity patterns. Species are regarded as the fundamental evolutionarily significant units of biodiversity, both in theory and in practice, and extensive theory explains how they originate and evolve. However, most species are still delimited using qualitative methods that only relate indirectly to the underlying theory. In contrast, higher level patterns of diversity have been subjected to rigorous quantitative study (using phylogenetics), but theory that adequately explains the observed patterns has been lacking. Most evolutionary analyses of higher level diversity patterns have considered non-equilibrium explanations based on rates of diversification (i.e. exponentially growing clades), rather than equilibrium explanations normally used at the species level and below (i.e. constant population sizes). This paper argues that species level and higher level patterns of diversity can be considered within a common framework, based on equilibrium explanations. It shows how forces normally considered in the context of speciation, namely divergent selection and geographical isolation, can generate evolutionarily significant units of diversity above the level of reproductively isolated species. Prospects for the framework to answer some unresolved questions about higher level diversity patterns are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Understanding how diversity evolves is a central goal for evolutionary biology, and one that has gathered pace recently thanks to methodological advances. However, current approaches are inconsistent with respect to the treatment of species versus higher level diversity patterns. Most studies on the evolution of diversity rely on the concept of species-discrete genetic and phenotypic units, evolving independently from one another-and the theory of how and why species originate is well known (Coyne & Orr 2004; Gavrilets 2004 ). However, in most groups, species are still delimited by qualitative methods familiar to Linnaeus (Sites & Marshall 2003; Rieseberg et al. 2006; Wiens 2007) . Quantitative methods for delimiting species from genetic and other data, based on evolutionary theory, have been developed recently, but most still assume that a simple entity called species exists and focus on a particular signature to delimit those entities (Pritchard et al. 2000; Hey et al. 2003; Sites & Marshall 2003; Knowles & Carstens 2007) . While this may hold true in many cases, it makes an assumption about the true pattern of diversity, namely that it falls into simple, discrete units, that has rarely been tested (Hutchinson 1968; Coyne & Orr 2004; Rieseberg et al. 2006) .
Contrast this with the treatment of higher levels of diversity. Prior to the 1960s, the focus was on higher taxa, which are units judged by taxonomists to be distinct based on morphology. Species had special status as arenas of recombination, selection and drift, but higher taxa were used as equally valid units of diversity (Simpson 1953; Stanley 1979; Lee 2003) . While still used for convenience, higher taxa are now largely dismissed as arbitrary units of diversity, lacking any special evolutionary significance (Coyne & Orr 2004) . Taxa of the same rank may differ substantially in their age and hence cannot be compared as equivalent units (Barraclough et al. 1998a) . The growth of phylogenetic approaches has led to an alternative paradigm, in which the only evolutionarily significant property of higher groupings is whether they comprise a monophyletic clade or not. Clades are evolutionarily significant in the sense of comprising all living descendants of a common ancestor but no level in the hierarchy is more biologically significant than any other. If higher taxa such as genera appear distinct from one another, it is just because of chance gaps in the branching of the tree of life. A wealth of studies has explored patterns and processes of the origin of species richness (Nee et al. 1994; Pybus & Harvey 2000; Barraclough & Nee 2001; Nee 2001; Ree 2005; Rabosky 2006; Ricklefs 2007a) , and of diversification in phenotypic traits (Pagel et al. 2004 Thomas et al. 2006; Maddison et al. 2007 ). These efforts have been very successful in generating null models for diversity patterns, but often ineffective at explaining real diversity patterns (Davies et al. 2004a; Freckleton & Harvey 2006; Ricklefs 2007a,b) .
The different treatment of species and higher taxa reveals a weakness at the heart of current approaches to the evolution of biodiversity. Species are held to be evolutionarily significant units, yet they are mostly delimited by subjective rather than quantitative methods. Only recently have quantitative methods come under the spotlight (Sites & Marshall 2003; Wiens 2007 ). In contrast, higher levels of diversity are subjected to rigorous quantitative study, but theory that adequately explains the observed patterns has been lacking. At a general level, patterns of diversity in terms of species numbers, the pattern of relatedness among extant species and their trait similarities must depend on the combined processes of natural selection and geographical isolation, mediated by the effects of species interactions or limits on space or resource (Williams 1992; Rosenzweig 1996) . These effects must also be mediated via their influence on speciation and extinction. Yet, a general dynamical framework is lacking. Moreover, higher level studies often focus on 'neutral' aspects of diversity, such as identifying isolated populations and rates of cladogenesis, rather than on the role of natural selection in shaping diversity patterns.
I will first review the causes of diversification and the methods for delimiting evolutionarily significant units of diversity from broad systematic samples. I will then argue that some of the processes causing distinctness at the level of species can have similar effects at higher levels, potentially generating distinct evolutionarily significant units at levels above reproductively isolated species. This points towards a framework for evolutionary diversity studies, already advocated by some authors (Rosenzweig 1996; Ricklefs 2007a,b) , based on limits, turnover and adaptation to the environment, rather than on rates. The framework may offer one explanation for the widely observed imbalance in diversity among groups.
CAUSES OF DIVERSIFICATION
Consider a set of individuals descended from a common ancestor. After collecting a large sample of individuals from the clade, sequencing a series of genes and measuring a number of morphological characters, distinct clusters are detected in genotype and phenotype space (figure 1). 'Distinct clusters' are taken to imply greater genotypic or phenotypic clustering than expected under a null model of birth, death and mutation within a single species. In reality, the nature of sampling will also affect patterns of variation (discussed further below), but for now assume that the sample includes several individuals from each of any distinct clusters found in the clade, and that individuals are sampled at random from within each cluster. The question then is what processes cause diversification into these distinct forms.
(a) Reproductive isolation In a sexual clade, distinct clusters are expected to evolve if there are sets of individuals that interbreed within sets but not between sets. This occurs because mutations arising in different reproductively isolated sets cannot be recombined together. Such isolation can be caused by geographical separation or, in sympatry, by isolating barriers such as different mate preferences or postzygotic isolation. Without reproductive isolation, balanced polymorphism at a single locus or linked loci (Veliz et al. 2006) or adaptive divergence between the sexes (Butler et al. 2007 ) could arise, but not distinct forms differing in quantitative traits determined by several unlinked loci. Note that, for clusters to emerge, gene flow need not be zero, but low enough not to counteract other diversifying forces such as divergent selection (Butlin et al. 2008; Mallett 2010) .
(b) Independent limitation or demographic non-exchangeability This has been identified as a key requirement for strongly distinct clusters to arise in asexual clades, but has often been neglected as a separate issue in sexual clades (Templeton 1989; Barraclough et al. 2003) . Independent limitation means that, for two or more sets of individuals, the chance of an individual contributing genes to subsequent generations depends only on the contribution of individuals within its own set, not on the contribution of individuals in the other set. It can be caused by geographical isolation or by ecological differences in sympatry. The outcome is that drift and natural selection operate separately in each population (Fisher 1930; Cohan 2001) , leading to coalescence within populations and the appearance over time of distinct genetic and phenotypic clusters (Barraclough et al. 2003) .
Although normally only considered in the context of asexual organisms, independent limitation also acts in sexuals as a distinct process from reproductive isolation , as demonstrated by the following thought experiment. Imagine two reproductively isolated sets of individuals, A and B, but in which survival and recruitment occurs irrespective of whether individuals belong to A or B. This situation is equivalent to the reproductively isolated but ecologically neutral species proposed by Hubbell (2001) , who also proposed a mechanism for coexistence of such species. Drift, and natural selection affecting neutral loci or those involved in survival and recruitment rather than sexual traits, occurs within an arena defined by the entire clade, not separately within A and B (Etienne & Olff 2004; Etienne et al. 2007 ). Recombination only occurs within A or within B, but gene combinations in A can out-compete gene combinations in B and vice versa. Under this scenario, no distinct genetic or phenotypic clusters are expected to evolve for neutral markers or nonreproductive traits. Only traits or genes directly associated with reproductive characteristics are expected to diverge into distinct clusters.
Individual-based simulation models of three different scenarios confirm these predictions. In the first, all individuals within the clade belong to a single population and variation at a neutral gene reflects the balance between mutation and drift. The expected variation within the population is twice the product of the effective population size and the mutation rate (figure 2, black lines). In the second scenario, the clade is split into five reproductively isolated species, each of which is limited independently with a separate effective population size. Species diverge over time (figure 2, dashed lines), leading to the appearance of discrete genetic clusters (figure 3b). In the final scenario, the clade is split into five reproductively isolated species, such that individuals can only mate with other individuals from the same species, but population size is limited at the level of the entire clade. To prevent species richness from declining over time because species are lost by drift, a constant speciation rate per generation is introduced at a level chosen to maintain an average of five species across the course of the simulations. As predicted, distinct genetic clusters do not evolve (figure 3c): the level of genetic variation within the clade is constrained by the same process of turnover as in the first scenario (figure 2, grey lines), albeit acting across a metacommunity of reproductively isolated species.
Although the biological reality of neutral models of metacommunities, and their ability to explain real patterns, is questionable (Ricklefs 2006) , these simulations demonstrate that independent limitation, not reproductive isolation, is the cause of genotypic clusters in neutral markers. For example, the observation that single locus sequence variation from broad scale surveys, such as DNA barcoding initiatives, tends to fall into well-defined clusters (Hebert et al. 2003 (Hebert et al. , 2004 is not a straightforward consequence of reproductive isolation. Instead, it indicates that independently limited units of diversity are present, either caused by geographical isolation or by ecological distinctiveness in sympatry. Under the alternative scenario that reproductively isolated species are present, but all individuals are ecologically equivalent and interact within the same geographical region (as in Hubbell's models), no such distinctness for nonreproductive genes is expected. For example, new beneficial mutations in a marker might arise and spread, but in a neutral metacommunity sensu Hubbell, they would spread or dwindle across the metacommunity as a whole' the reproductively isolated species within which they arose wiping out descendents of all the others if the mutation spreads to fixation. In a scenario in which numbers of individuals are limited jointly across species, clustering would only be expected for genes involved in reproductive differences among the species. Therefore, the only way that the clustering of mitochondrial DNA variation could be a direct consequence of reproductive isolation is if mitochondrial genes themselves played a functional role in reproductive isolation, for example, in post-zygotic isolation (Bolnick et al. 2008) .
(c) Divergent selection Divergent selection plays an important role promoting the origin of both reproductive isolation and independent limitation (Schluter 2001 ), but has an additional effect in driving genetic and phenotypic divergence. For example, a clade with geographically isolated sets of individuals has automatic reproductive isolation and independent limitation, yet units of diversity will be more distinct if divergent selection acts on the genes or traits being measured rather than if divergence occurs solely through drift or uniform selection pressures . Once again, divergent selection need not act at the same level as reproductive isolation or independent limitation: selection on a given trait or set of traits could be uniform across a clade of several reproductively isolated species, being divergent only between higher clades . Often, all three conditions will coincide, for example, species isolated in different areas are reproductively isolated and independently limited, but also likely to experience divergent selection. Similarly, ecological divergence entails both divergent selection and independent limitation. The primacy of reproductive isolation in sexual organisms is also clear, as independent limitation and divergent selection cannot cause divergence unless reproductively isolated entities are present or emerge as a consequence of divergent selection (Coyne & Orr 2004; Mallet 2010) . However, both independent limitation and divergent selection can operate on broader taxonomic units subsuming several reproductively isolated species. In this case, patterns of diversity could be more complex than expected under the model that simple species units exist as the basal unit for all diversifying forces. Indeed, the arguments made here could apply to lower levels than species as well: populations might display clustering in some traits. Ultimately, for studies into the fundamental nature of diversification, a framework in which terms such as population, species and higher levels are used to denote units exhibiting idealized evolutionary properties could be replaced with one in which the strength of each diversifying force is quantified across all sampled individuals within a clade, allowing more complex patterns of diversity to be specified directly.
SIGNATURES OF DIVERSIFICATION
Various methods have been developed to test for the effects of the processes outlined above, and these could be used to test whether the different processes act on the same units of diversity or at different levels.
(a) Reproductive isolation Crossing experiments or observations of reproductive interactions can be used to survey reproductive isolation, but these are impractical across a large clade and have been limited to problem species or particular groups, such as fungi (Dettman et al. 2003 ). An alternative approach is to infer limits of recombination The mothers of offspring for the next generation were chosen at random with replacement from the 1000 individuals of each species in turn. Joint limitation (grey lines) ¼ five replicates of a model of a metacommunity of 5000 individuals, which is jointly limited but split into five reproductively isolated species at time zero. In this case, the 5000 offspring contributing to the next generation were chosen at random with replacement from mothers irrespective of species membership. The joint limitation model has a constant per generation speciation rate ¼ 0.00178, chosen to maintain an average of five species over time, equivalent to the independent limitation scenario. At each speciation event, a random individual was chosen and its species split into two daughter species (the fraction of individuals assigned to each daughter being chosen from a binomial distribution with probability 0.5). Thus, more abundant species are more likely to speciate (Etienne et al. 2007 ). The simulations ran for 20 000 generations with a mutation rate of 5 Â 10 26 . The code is available in the electronic supplementary material.
using multi-locus DNA data (Koufopanou et al. 1997; Hanage et al. 2006) . A simple approach has been to compare genealogies among different loci and inferring the number of recombining populations based on congruence. Within a sexual clade, genealogies among unlinked loci are expected to be discordant within an interbreeding population, but concordant between isolated populations. Hence, a consensus tree can be used to count the number of isolated populations. A major limitation of this approach is the time taken for reciprocal monophyly to evolve: for a set of five nuclear loci, it takes 11.8 times the effective population size generations before there is a 95 per cent chance of all loci displaying reciprocal monophyly (Hudson & Coyne 2002; Rosenberg 2003) , hence many recently diverged populations could go undetected. Recently, it has been shown that recently diverged populations can be detected by considering the joint likelihood of alternative species histories given the set of gene trees across loci (Edwards et al. 2007; Knowles & Carstens 2007) . The set of gene trees can support isolation even if none of them has evolved reciprocal monophyly. At present, this approach has been applied to relatively small datasets with prior hypotheses for species limits based on geographically or morphologically defined populations. Ideally, it could be extended to cases in which no prior information on limits of reproductive isolation is available, but to optimize the boundaries defining reproductively isolated populations based just on the genetic data themselves (Pritchard et al. 2000; O'Meara 2010) . Additionally, such methods can be extended to more complex cases, for example, in the presence of rare gene exchange among otherwise non-recombining bacterial groups (Ochman et al. 2005; Didelot & Falush 2007) .
(b) Independent limitation The signature of independent limitation is that coalescence occurs separately in different populations, leading over time to the appearance of discrete genetic clusters, separated from each other by longer internal branches (Barraclough et al. 2003; Acinas et al. 2004; Birky et al. 2005) . Branching within clusters reflects population genetic processes, whereas branching between clusters reflects the timing of events that caused population divergence (Barraclough et al. 2003) . Various authors have recognized this signature, for example, through identifying gaps in plots of the distribution of pairwise distances from a sample ( It can also identify the set of alternative solutions within 95% confidence intervals, i.e. defining uncertainty in the optimal solution. The approach has been used to delimit units of diversity from single locus data of Australian tiger beetles (Pons et al. 2006) , bdelloid rotifers , South African plants and Costa Rican orchids (Lahaye et al. 2008) , and bacteria (Barraclough et al. 2009 ).
(c) Divergent selection The detection of divergent selection has received considerable attention in the population genetics literature, but has been neglected as a source of information for delimiting of units of diversity. Robust methods exist for identifying divergent selection acting on protein-coding DNA sequences (Nielsen 2005) . For example, the McDonald & Kreitman (1991) test compares the ratio of polymorphism (i.e. within populations) and divergence (i.e. between populations) of coding changes with the same ratio for silent changes (assumed to be neutral). An excess of amino acid divergence relative to polymorphism is indicative of divergent selection. Uniform negative selection against coding variation across the entire sample is indicated by a low amino acid divergence relative to polymorphism.
In principle, this approach could be extended to delimit units of diversity experiencing divergent selection on sampled loci, for example, by fitting models allowing the ratio of coding to silent changes (dn/ds ratio) to vary within and between different units and selecting the optimal allocation yielding the highest likelihood score. However, although many widely used DNA markers are protein coding, they are typically genes chosen to be variable markers, rather than because of any particular interest for their role in diversification. For example, cytochrome oxidase I plays a role in metabolism that could, in principle, be a target for divergent selection, either as a target for thermal adaptation or perhaps in epistasis with nuclear genes (Bolnick et al. 2008) . However, overall, mitochondrial DNA appears to be under uniform, purifying selection in most clades Meiklejohn et al. 2007 ). Although it is now possible to uncover candidate genes behind key traits, such as those behind resource use or mate choice, these remain hard if not impossible to sample at a broad systematic scale.
An alternative is to use morphology or other aspects of phenotype to survey traits with presumed roles in resource use or mate choice. In the past, morphology has been used for species delimitation in a descriptive way, rather than to test evolutionary hypotheses. Also, where morphology and genetic data have been sampled together, they are typically used for crosscorroboration, rather than integrated analyses. However, the same rationale as the McDonaldKreitman test has been used to test for selection on quantitative traits among wild populations (Leinonen et al. 2008) , by comparing Qst (the proportion of variation in a quantitative trait occurring among populations) and Fst (the proportion of variation in neutral genetic markers occurring among populations). A similar approach could be applied at taxonomic scales, either testing for low rates of phenotypic change within pre-defined units versus between them, using genetic markers to provide a baseline, or delimiting units of adaptive diversity by identifying units experiencing uniform selection within them but divergent selection between them. Fontaneto et al. (2007) used this approach to show that bdelloid rotifers, a renowned group of asexual animals, had diversified through divergent selection on their feeding morphology. In this case, comparison of wild and laboratory-reared animals confirmed strong heritability of the study trait. Direct evidence of heritability is unlikely to be available for many systematic studies, an important limitation for this approach. Nonetheless, finding uniform phenotype within a set of individuals but divergence between different sets, with reference to a baseline provided by genetic data, would be an important step to uncovering the pattern of adaptive diversity within clades.
For all of these methods, sampling is an important issue. In principle, incomplete sampling of partially isolated populations, for example, from extreme ends of a species range, might yield the appearance of distinct clusters that would break down if intermediate populations had been sampled. In some applications, such as delimiting species from a single environmental sample such as a sample of sea water (Venter et al. 2004) , this problem does not apply. In other cases, apart from ensuring a broad geographical sample from across putative species ranges, conclusions need to be conditioned on the nature of the sample. Because biological variation, and our ability to sample it, is not distributed randomly, it is hard to derive model-based approaches to deal with sampling issues. One approach might be to develop simulation models of alternative possible biases and to explore their effect on inferred patterns, similarly to approximate Bayesian computation (ABC) methods developed for population genetics (Beaumont et al. 2002 ; see also Rabosky & Lovette 2008) .
HIGHER LEVEL DIVERSITY PATTERNS
Methods for inferring the patterns and processes of evolution above the species level have focused on statistical models describing stochastic processes, such as the branching of a phylogenetic tree or neutral trait evolution, in terms of the underlying rates of those processes (Nee et al. 1994; Pagel 1999 Pagel , 1997 . The benefits of this approach include the wealth of statistical theory available for such processes and the ease of generating simple null models against which to compare real patterns of diversity. However, at the core of these models is the assumption that present day diversity patterns, in terms of numbers of species and their characteristics, are determined by nonequilibrium processes: diversity patterns depend on rates of cladogenesis and trait divergence (Ricklefs 2007a) . While this does not prohibit the use of such methods as statistical tools, research has often focused on non-equilibrium explanations as well. For example, the observation that phylogenetic trees tend to be imbalanced, such that sister clades often differ greatly in their diversity and more so than expected under simple birth -death models (Blum & Francois 2006) , led to the search for traits or key innovations that cause faster diversification rates in some lineages than in others. While some traits have been found that do appear to speed up diversification rates (Barraclough et al. 1998b) , on the whole the success of non-equilibrium models in explaining diversity patterns is extremely limited. Models that include ecological characteristics have proved much more successful (Davies et al. 2004b (Davies et al. , 2005 Phillimore et al. 2006 ) and analyses of branching rate often support a density-dependent mode of diversification rather than exponential growth (Harmon et al. 2003; Weir 2006; Phillimore & Price 2008; Rabosky 2009 ). Together with studies of ecological trait variation in adaptive radiations-clades that have diversified rapidly in terms of both species numbers and ecological niches occupied (Losos et al. 1998; Pinto et al. 2008; Thomas et al. 2009 )-these results argue for a conceptual framework based on ecological limits and equilibria, rather than one focused on rates of cladogenesis (Ricklefs 2007b) .
A simple change is to consider diversification above the species level in terms of independent limitation and divergent selection as outlined above. First, assume that the number of species is limited, rather than growing infinitely (Ricklefs 2007a,b) . This seems a reasonable assumption for a finite world and could arise in two ways. First, clades occupy finite geographical regions, mostly of a continental or lower scale. We know from species-area curves that geographical area places a limit on species numbers (Rosenzweig 1996) . Second, although ecological characteristics can vary among closely related species, clades often occupy a recognizable broadly defined niche. For example, in mammals, carnivores display varying degrees of carnivory with just one herbivorous species, the panda, whereas most artiodactyls are herbivores. Therefore, within a given geographical region, different clades may face limits on the availability of resources within their broadly defined niches. Of course, resource use does not always match so neatly with clade membership, but, where it does, there is the potential for those limits to generate higher level units of diversity (explained further below).
A second feature of this modified framework is turnover. While it is possible that clades could grow to fill their available space and then stagnate with no further speciation or extinction, more realistic is that they would persist in a dynamic equilibrium with continued turnover in species (Rosenzweig 1996; Ricklefs 2007a,b) . Every species has a finite chance of extinction and, when extinction does occur, it leaves space to be filled by new species formed by speciation.
The combination of limitation and turnover has interesting consequences for the pattern of diversity, equivalent to processes outlined for diversification at the species level. For example, imagine a clade occupying a given continental region, A (figure 4). At some point, a member of the clade colonizes a new region, B. Assuming that sufficient resources are available, the clade diversifies to occupy available space in the new region. Initially, the clade in region B will be nested within the clade in region A (figure 4b). However, after a sufficient period of time (determined by the rate of species turnover and the equilibrium number of species), assuming no subsequent dispersal, all of the species in region A will be descended by chance from a common ancestor more recent than their ancestor with those from region B (figure 4c), and vice versa, in a manner equivalent to coalescence at the individual level between isolated populations. This occurs because the limit on the number of species operates separately in the two regions. In addition, the date of the node separating the two clades will tend to pre-date the actual dispersal event, because of standing diversity of species in region A at the time of dispersal, in the same way that dates of speciation events from gene trees are overestimates unless population variation is taken into account (Edwards & Beerli 2000) .
Individual-based simulation models confirm the prediction that independent limitation, caused by geographical isolation, causes evolutionary independence and clustering above the level of reproductively isolated species. The third scenario simulated previously, of species turnover within a metacommunity, was repeated but this time defining two independently limited metacommunities, representing separate geographical regions. In this scenario, genetic variation within each region is again constrained by the turnover Evolving entities T. G. Barraclough 1807 process within each region, but genetic divergence occurs between the regions (figure 5a), producing a signature of distinct genetic clusters above the level of species (figure 5b). Note that non-neutral models would be expected to generate similar patterns, as long as the conditions of limits on species numbers and turnover within regions were met.
A possible example of this scenario is the case of sister clades in South America and Africa. Such cases were often interpreted as evidence of vicariance, but many have been re-evaluated in the light of evidence that nodes are too recent to match the break-up of the two continents (Lavin et al. 2004) . Instead, sister clades may reflect a process of very rare dispersal followed by coalescence within each region owing to species turnover. A similar scenario could occur with the invasion of a new, broadly different niche by one species, leading in time to two distinct clades in sympatry if species numbers within each niche are limited independently (Lavin et al. 2004 ; but see Alroy 1996) . In effect, these are evolutionarily significant higher taxa: their members share not only evolutionary history but interact in a way that maintains cohesion of relatedness and phenotypic traits.
One process that could enhance the coalescence at the level of clades is turnover driven by environmental change ( Jablonski & Sepkoski 1996; Barnosky et al. 2003; Mayr 2005; Jaramillo et al. 2006) . Consider a regional assemblage of species adapted to particular conditions, say mesic conditions. Upon a general drying of the climate, there will be selection to adapt to the new conditions, for example, an increase in sclerophylly or succulence within the flora. This might promote evolutionary responses in parallel among all of the species present (Pulido & Berthold 2004) . However, alternatively, some species might be pre-adapted to the new conditions (either generalist species or those living in habitats most similar to the new environment) and those species might thrive and diversify at the expense of others. If so, this could enhance species turnover, causing all species in the region at a later time to be descended from just one or a few species present prior to environmental change (Tilman & Lehman 2001) . This process is equivalent to a selective sweep but through replacement of genotypes rather than just the spread of a single gene region within a recombining population.
While it might seem far-fetched to extend population genetics to the scale of entire faunas and floras, there is good reason to expect that species assemblages should respond to change in this way. Much of the genetic and phenotypic variation within an assemblage is distributed among species, rather than within them; therefore ecological changes in abundance and distribution should occur more readily than evolutionary changes within species (Ackerly 2003; de Mazancourt et al. 2008; Johansson 2008) . For example, Crisp et al. (2004) showed that many taxa in Australia comprise relatively recent radiations descended from long stem branches. They argued that this reflects the signature of species turnover associated with the shift from an aseasonal wet biome to an arid biome and the reversal of fortunes between clades adapted to mesic conditions and those suited to arid environments.
To conclude, the consequences of the modified framework for patterns of diversity, which assumes that numbers of species are limited and that turnover occurs within limited groups of species, are twofold. First, as long as rates of dispersal between geographical regions or shifts between broad niches are sufficiently low, then limitation of species numbers and turnover within sets of species sharing the same limit can create distinct units of diversity at levels above the species. This will be apparent as distinct clades separated by relatively long branches in the phylogeny (Lavin et al. 2004) . We also expect traits reflecting use of the broad niche to be conserved within the distinct clades but strongly divergent between them (cf. Ackerly et al. 2006; Silvertown et al. 2006; Ackerly & Cornwell 2007) . Note the divergence time between these two clades at the end depends on the time elapsed since the dispersal event plus the divergence at the time of the dispersal event between the colonizer of South America and the ancestors of those lineages surviving to the present in Africa (t ¼ 20) . In this case, by chance the final date for the divergence time is more than twice the actual time since the dispersal event.
Second, a process of turnover driven by ongoing environmental change, in which a limited set of species survive and contribute to radiations in subsequent new environmental conditions, will create a pattern of imbalance among clades at any snapshot in time. The diverse clades are those thriving in current (or recently past) conditions, but only a few species in those clades will thrive in future environments and foster new radiations. In other words, imbalance is a signature of the waxing of groups that are either preadapted to new conditions or lucky to be in the right place, and the waning of groups remnant from previous times but poorly adapted to current conditions or trapped in the wrong place, e.g. a small geographical region (Davies et al. 2004a) . Possible examples include the pattern of diversity among recent radiations into arid environments and 'relict' mesic taxa in Australia (Crisp et al. 2004; Rabosky et al. 2007) and the imbalance among flowering plant families, with recent radiations such as grasses being linked to global cooling and drying (Davies et al. 2004a) .
The pattern of diversity will depend on the number of dispersal events between different geographical areas and on the frequency of shifts between different broad niches. Similarly to the effects of migration in population genetics, there might be a threshold of dispersal below which higher level clustering emerges. For example, if evolutionary shifts between mesic and xeric plants were frequent, then the entire flora would be limited as a single unit and no higher level patterns of diversity would emerge, beyond those expected through turnover within a single interacting species assemblage. However, if switches are rare, and there are separate limits on the number of species in the two habitats, then we would expect distinct clades to emerge. In addition, a hierarchical scale of limitation is likely: species may share a broad niche yet have diversified to occupy distinct finer niches or space within that. Thus, significant discreteness may be found at higher levels for some niche traits but not others. Therefore, characterizing the pattern of diversity shifts towards looking at the 'shape' of diversity patterns in terms of phylogenetic relatedness and phenotypic similarity: do higher level units of diversity exist and, if so, what can we infer regarding the dynamics of the processes leading to their formation?
TESTING FOR HIGHER LEVEL UNITS OF DIVERSITY
Methods already developed for studying diversity patterns can be readily applied in this new framework. For example, to test for distinct taxa indicative of independent coalescence occurring at higher levels, we can retain the null model of random birth and death (Nee et al. 1994) , but test against an alternative model of significant clusters, equivalent to the one used for diversification at species level (Pons et al. 2006) . If ecological and geographical limits act independently of clade membership, or if no such limits are in effect, then no such clustering is expected beyond levels under the null model. If there are hierarchical levels of evolutionary independence, more complex models could be devised; for example, discriminating between branching processes within populations, between populations within species and between species within evolutionary guilds.
Another possible approach is to test for evolutionary guilds of species sharing ecological characteristics and traits. This equates to identifying units within which there is uniform selection on traits but between which there is divergent selection leading to different phenotypic optima. Intuitively, we know this, in terms of phylogenetically conserved versus variable traits (Owens & Bennett 1995) , but now we can test patterns of trait diversity against suitable null models of constant rates: are conserved traits just evolving slowly across the entire tree or are they constrained within evolutionary guilds narrower than the entire sample? Gaining answers will not be trivial-as with all observational data, the same pattern often has several alternative and equally plausible explanations (Barraclough & Nee 2001 ). However, different broad scenarios do generate predictions that are distinguishable given sufficient data.
At present, large datasets that are complete at the level of species are rare. There is still no species-level tree for all birds and the complete mammalian supertree lacks empirical estimates of dates for 37 per cent of nodes (Bininda-Emonds et al. 2007) , not a problem for most uses but limiting the application of some tests outlined above. In addition, ideally analyses should go beyond assumptions of traditional taxonomic species and incorporate individual sampling allowing objective tests of the pattern of diversification. DNA barcoding initiatives offer the best prospects for achieving this goal, with comprehensive sampling of individuals across broad samples of species from higher taxa (Hebert et al. 2003 (Hebert et al. , 2004 Meyer & Paulay 2005) . While some authors have criticized the reliance on a single locus (Will & Rubinoff 2004) , single-locus data can be used to address many questions concerning the shape of diversification patterns. Although preferable where feasible, multi-locus data are currently not attainable on the same taxonomic scale as single locus data in most taxa. One strength of barcoding initiatives is the level of curation of samples: additional loci or morphological measurements could be readily assembled in future for a chosen sample of individuals curated within their data system (Ratnasingham & Hebert 2007) . A combination of a robust deeper level phylogenetic framework, with comprehensive samples at finer levels extending below the traditional species level, offers the potential for the kinds of tests outlined here to be applied at unprecedented scales.
CONCLUSIONS
Higher level diversity can be considered in the same framework as species divergence. In particular, shifting the emphasis from 'non-equilibria' and 'rates' to 'equilibria' and 'limits' leads to a radical change in the predictions concerning diversity patterns. The same processes, such as geographical isolation and divergent selection, can exert their effects at multiple scales. In principle, the net effect could be to generate complex diversity patterns in which hierarchical levels of evolutionary independence and clustering are present, preventing simple assignment of populations, species and higher levels. Alternatively, the different processes might tend to coincide and generate simple patterns consistent with the traditional view of simple species units (Rieseberg et al. 2006) . Standard opinion suggests that the former scenario might apply in many prokaryote groups, whereas the latter will apply in many eukaryote groups, especially wellstudied vertebrate, plant and invertebrate taxa. However, data that comprehensively distinguish these scenarios are currently lacking. The approaches outlined here offer the potential for deeper insights into the causes of diversification.
